Weekly Review – Cedar Class
Friday 30th April

Friday

NOTICES & REMINDERS
Well done to everyone for remembering swimming kits
this week. The children have really enjoyed starting their
swimming lessons and being in the pool.
THIS WEEK
We learnt about the features of explanations and how to
turn instructions into explanations. We also learnt how to
enhance our writing using prepositions and propositional
phrases. In maths we have been learning how to compare
and order fractions: we looked at fractions with the same
denominator but also challenged ourselves using our
knowledge of equivalent fractions to order fractions with
different denominators. In Science we discussed how to
group different food items into groups of similar properties.
In Geography we attempted our first sketch map of the
school grounds and in art, we experimented painting shells
using watercolours.

NEXT WEEK
We will be practicing writing descriptive sentences relating to
our story using prepositional phrases and possessive
apostrophes. In maths we will be adding and subtracting
fractions within 1. We will review and try to improve our map
drawing skills in Geography and we will be starting our new unit
on Growing and Changing in PSHE; learning about how to look
after our bodies and keep them clean.

I have sent children home this week with their new list of
spelling words and a complete list of all the spelling words
learnt to date so that they can practise past words as well
Our Growing and Changing unit in PSHE starts next week.
HOW YOU CAN HELP:
Please encourage your children to read every day and
listen to them read as much as possible.
Make sure they keep reviewing past spelling words as
well as weekly words so they don’t forget words they
have already learnt.
Quiz them on the possessive apostrophe and test their
knowledge!

HOME LEARNING;
Mental Maths for Wednesday
Times tables practice using TT Rockstars.
Daily reading and spelling practice.
Friday’s spelling words: words ending in -ary
Additional optional homework: Topic web posted

